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on her sleigh ride to the Land of Sweets. Sue
Scullard's astonishingly detailed illustration,
combined with Nick Denchfield's miraculous popup scenes, make this the most magical
NUTCRACKER ever.

The Nutcracker-Nick Denchfield 2003 Explore
the world of the Nutcracker through five
spectacular pop-up scenes full of lift-the-flap
surprises. Children can open the pop-up
presents, watch the midnight battle between the
mice and the toy soldiers (with the tallest pop-up
Christmas tree you've ever seen) then join Clara
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

The Nutcracker-Jenni Fleetwood 2000 This popup book tells the story of the Nutcracker ballet.
With tabs and flaps you can make the Nutcracker
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fight the Mouse King, see Clara's sleigh glide
through the snow and watch the dancers kick up
their heels in the grand finale.

Yeretskaya, this version is sure to become a
Christmas classic. Full color.

The Nutcracker-Susanna Davidson 2012-06 As
the clock stroked midnight on Christmas Eve,
Clara's nutcracker toy turns into a prince. He
calls for his reindeer and his golden sleigh and
whisks Clara away to the mouthwatering Land of
Sweets. Five tunes from the famous ballet bring
this magical story to life.

Disney The Nutcracker and the Four Realms:
A Center Stage Pop-Up Book-Courtney
Acampora 2018-10-02 The Ballerina of the
Realms dances on every page of this magical
book! From Disney's all-new live action film The
Nutcracker and the Four Realms, follow the
elegant Ballerina of the Realms as she dances
center stage in this artistic pop-up book,
celebrating each of the unique and picturesque
Four Realms. This beautiful format is a perfect
holiday gift for fans of this classic tale, full of
colorful characters and no shortage of surprises.

The Nutcracker-Natee Puttapipat 2016-10 A
beautifully illustrated edition of the much-loved
Christmas story with a spectacular pop-up finale,
from Niroot Puttapipat, illustrator of The Night
Before Christmas and Jingle Bells. The
Nutcracker story is a much-loved part of
Christmas celebrations around the world, and
this beautiful edition captures the excitement of
Christmas Eve and the magic of Marius Petipa's
classic ballet. Exquisitely illustrated by Niroot
Puttapipat, this charming retelling follows

The Nutcracker-Jessica Southwick 2018-09
Seven brightly illustrated and dynamic spreads of
pop-ups and interactive elements present the
classic holiday tale as never before. With pop-ups
created by award-winning paper engineer
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up
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Clara's magical journey with the Nutcracker
Prince and ends with a stunning pop-up of the
Land of Sweets! The perfect book to share at
Christmas. Ages 0+

Puff, the Magic Dragon-Peter Yarrow 2007 The
adventures of a boy and his dragon friend are
recounted in this classic song from the 1960s.

Christmas in New York-Holly Greene A
gorgeously escapist Christmas romance set in
magical NYC from the bestselling author of the
ESCAPE TO ITALY and ESCAPE TO THE
ISLANDS series. Grab a mug of hot chocolate, sit
back and escape to New York this Christmas....
When Londoner Penny decides to visit her best
friend Kate in New York for Christmas, the
surprise appearance of a previous suitor sends
her plans for a relaxing, carefree visit into
complete disarray. When she and Mike last saw
each other, the timing couldn't have been worse.
But when Mike decides to show Penny the very
best of what a snowy, festive, New York has to
offer at Christmastime - resolving to make it a
trip to remember - will she be able to resist his
charms this time round?

the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

Follow the Star-Andy Mansfield 2019-11

The Nutcracker-Geraldine McCaughrean
2012-10 For Christmas, Clara is given new ballet
shoes and a nutcracker doll. The nutcracker
comes alive, turns into a handsome prince, and
the marvellous adventures begin. Clara and her
prince defeat the king of the rats and travel to
the land of sweets.

Charlie Chick-Nick Denchfield 2014 All Charlie
Chick does is eat and eat - just how big can a
little chick get?! This is a larger format reprint of
the popular pop-up book, with new cover.
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transforms into the Princess Odette, who tells
him that she has been cursed to turn into a swan
by day and return to her natural form at night by
the evil sorcerer Von Rothbart. As the prince and
Odette dance, they begin to fall in love. The story
follows Prince Siegfried as he attends his
birthday party, is tricked into proposing to Von
Rothbart’s daughter Odile and returns to the lake
to battle the evil sorcerer. Will the prince be
reunited with his swan princess? As you and your
little one journey through the magical scenes,
you will press the buttons to hear 10 excerpts
from the ballet’s music. At the back of the book,
find a short biography of the composer, Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky, with details about his
composition of Swan Lake. Next to this, you can
replay the musical excerpts and, for each of
them, read a discussion of the instruments,
rhythms and musical techniques that make them
so powerful. A glossary defines musical terms.
The Story Orchestra series brings classical music
to life for children through gorgeously illustrated
retellings of classic ballet stories paired with 10second sound clips of orchestras playing from

The Nutcracker: A Pop-Up Book-Patricia Fry
2008-10-14 This visually stunning retelling of the
classic Christmas ballet, illustrated with seven
magical pop-up spreads, follows Clara and her
Nutcracker as they travel to the Kingdom of
Toyland. 50,000 first printing.

The Story Orchestra: Swan Lake-Katy Flint
2019-10-01 Discover the spellbinding magic of
Swan Lake in this musical retelling of the ballet –
push the button on each beautiful scene to hear
the vivid sound of an orchestra playing from
Tchaikovsky’s score. This tale of a prince, a
beautiful swan princess and an evil sorcerer
begins in a woodland clearing far, far away. It is
Prince Siegfried’s 21st birthday. He is playing
games with his friends when his mother, the
Queen, arrives to tell him he needs to stop
having fun and start looking after the kingdom.
Prince Siegfried dreams of running away. He
follows an enchanting flock of swans to a
clearing by a lake, where four of the little
cygnets begin to dance. The most beautiful swan
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up
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their musical scores. Manufacturer's note: please
pull the white tab out of the back of the book
before use. Sound buttons require a firm push in
exact location to work, which may be hard for
young children. All sound clips are 10 seconds
long.

Hogrogian... From Joseph and Mary's trip from
Nazareth to Bethlehem to the birth of Jesus in a
humble manger, Nonny Hogrogian illustrates
THE FIRST CHRISTMAS with true love. In every
stroke of paint, we vividly share in excitement of
the wiseman, the joy of the shepherds, and the
playfulness of the angels singing on high. This
Christmas retelling is peppered with actual
verses from the Gospels and will make for the
perfect family reading on an early Christmas
morning.

The Christmas Alphabet-Robert Sabuda
2004-10-01 A unique alphabet book offers
twenty-six paper sculptures that celebrate the
season of Christmas from A to Z.

The Mystery of the Russian Ruby-Iain Smyth
1994 Be the detective ! Find the clues, lift the
flaps and read the secret facts to solve the
Mystery of the Russian Ruby. Solve it once, solve
it twice, solve it thrice.

One Red Dot-David A. Carter 2008 Opening this
pop-up book at any point is an experience that
will delight readers of all ages. Each pop-up
sculpture hides one red dot for the reader to find,
leading them on a journey through the book that
is as visual as it is tactile.

The First Christmas-Nonny Hogrogian 2019-11
A beautiful retelling of THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
from Two-time Caldecott Medalist Nonny

Disney-Meredith Rusu 2018-11 This dazzling
novel retells the enchanting story of The
Nutcracker and the Four Realms. Half of the
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book will expand and explore the world of the
Walt Disney Studios film with brand-new,
exclusive content.

this same hunger that makes all of us continue to
seek out the story of Oz--and be nourished by
it.This Modern Library Paperback Classic is set
from the text of the definitive first edition and
includes the New York Times review of that
edition as well as the original Preface by the
author.

The Nutcracker-Landoll, Inc 1995 Based on
Tchaikovsky's ballet, a young girl rescues her toy
from an attack by mice. When she breaks the
magic spell he is under, the nutcracker turns into
a handsome prince and takes her to the Land of
Sweets.

The Nutcracker-New York City Ballet
2016-09-20 "For the first time, this beloved
holiday story is told based on George
Balanchine's quintessential production. The
storyline mimics the choreography of the famous
ballet and the illustrations are inspired by the
backdrops and scenery from the actual New York
City Ballet production"--

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz-L. Frank Baum
2000 L. Frank Baum's timeless classic The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz was the first uniquely
American fairy tale. A combination of enchanting
fantasy and piercing social commentary, this
remarkable story has entertained and beguiled
readers of all ages since it was first published in
1900. Ray Bradbury writes in his Introduction,
"Both [Baum and Shakespeare] lived inside their
heads with a mind gone wild with wanting,
wishing, hoping, shaping, dreaming," and it is
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

The Nutcracker-Patrick Regan 2016-10-04
Experience the magic of Tchaikovsky's classic
tale with this lavishly illustrated keepsake book.
The Nutcracker is a magical story beloved by
generations of children. Follow along as
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enchanted toys spring to life, dancers glide and
twirl, and a little girl learns that kindness is the
greatest gift of all. This familiar and charming
tale combines with Natasha Kuricheva's lavishly
painted illustrations to create a keepsake book
for the whole family to enjoy.

Susan Jeffers fans looking for extra content, an
author’s note is included at the end of the book,
in which she explains what inspired her to turn
this holiday tradition into a show-stopping
picture book.

Swan Lake-New York City Ballet 2019-08-27 In
this stunning follow-up to the bestselling The
Nutcracker and The Sleeping Beauty, the New
York City Ballet presents another timeless tale
for a modern ballet lover with Swan Lake. This
lavishly illustrated book follows the storyline,
choreography, costumes, and sets of the New
York City Ballet’s production of Swan Lake. With
beautiful art illustrated by Valeria Docampo, this
magnificent retelling is a perfect gift for an
aspiring ballerina or any family who wants to add
this enchanting and classic tale to their library.

The Nutcracker-Susan Jeffers 2014-11-04 New
York Times bestselling artist and Caldecott
Honor winner Susan Jeffers has created a
Nutcracker as only she can—with lavish
illustrations, magnificent detail, and enchanting
holiday scenes on every page. This is The
Nutcracker as you’ve never seen it before! Join
Marie, Fritz, and the intriguing Nutcracker
himself on a magical Christmas Eve adventure.
Behold the frightful Mouse King, the elegant
Sugar Plum fairies, and the entire Land of
Sweets in this dazzling, gorgeously illustrated
holiday classic. With spare text based on the
story in the ballet, this book offers a front-row
seat to the enthralling tale that is a perennial
favorite of adults and children alike. And for
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

The Nutcracker-E. T. A. Hoffman 2018-10-30
On Christmas Eve, seven-year-old Marie and her
eight-year-old brother Fritz anxiously await their
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Christmas gifts. When their godfather—a clock
builder and toymaker—arrives, he unveils an
ornate clockwork castle adorned with whirling
figurines for the children. While Fritz plays with
the clock, Marie is taken aside and given another
gift—a nutcracker. After Fritz grabs the
nutcracker from Marie and breaks its jaw by
cracking too many nuts, their playtime ends and
they head off to bed. When the clock strikes
twelve, magic makes its way into this enduring
tale and an epic battle ensues. This timeless
classic, featuring all-new full-color and blackand-white illustrations by artist Arkady Roytman
and abridged text by Gina Gold, is the perfect
story to get anyone in the holiday spirit!

trellised arbor with a full working swing. Artfully
crafted by the noted paper engineer Keith
Moseley and painted by award-winning artist
Robert Nicholls, the imaginative garden
creations accompany verses by such poets as
Christina Rossetti, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Amy
Lowell, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and
Coventry Patmore. Together, images and words
convey all the love and beauty that a real garden
can express - and the blooms will never fade.

Captain Scurvy's Most Dastardly Pop-up
Pirate Ship-Nick Denchfield 2005-01-01 Nick
Denchfield’s intricate paper engineering
combines with Steve Cox’s exquisitely detailed
illustrations to create a fantastic pirate
adventure – where a book quite literally becomes
a ship! It includes: · a pop-up pirate ship – no
cutting or gluing required! · Treasure Ahoy! An
adventure story · over 25 hidden objects to find ·
over 30 press-out play pieces (including selfassembly raft) · a find-the-treasure board game
Young pirates will love to read the story of the

Gardens of Delight-Robert P. Nicholls 1997
These six exquisite, three-dimensional garden
scenes will refresh the eye and delight the heart.
Glowing with richly colored blossoms, the lavish
garden settings center on a wisteria-covered
cupola, a plashing, bird-decked fountain, an ivycovered wall, or, in one spectacular case, a
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up
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dastardly Captain Scurvy and then use the pressout pieces to hunt for treasure and stage all
manner of piratical deeds aboard the high seas.

Hiddensee-Gregory Maguire 2017 "Gregory
Maguire returns with an inventive novel inspired
by a timeless holiday legend, intertwining the
story of the famous Nutcracker with the life of
the mysterious toy maker named Drosselmeier
who carves him."--Amazon.com.

The Nutcracker-Jane Ray 2015-11-05 The
ultimate children's gift edition of the beloved
classic ballet story, The Nutcracker. Christmas
Eve is the most magical night of the year, when
the house is scented with wood smoke and
spices, and there are secrets under every bed . . .
When the clock strikes midnight, Clara's new
nutcracker doll comes to life and leads her on a
thrilling adventure, battling with the wicked
Mouse King and his troops, then journeying to
the Kingdom of Sweets. Retold simply and
lyrically, with enchanting illustrations that
capture all the joy and excitement of Christmas,
this beautiful book from award-winning bookmaker Jane Ray, this is the ultimate
contemporary edition of everyone's favourite
Christmas ballet story!

the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

The Nutcracker-Carin Dewhirst 1996-11 These
colorful, beautifully illustrated volumes are
accompanied by CDs featuring Leonard
Bernstein narrating Sergei Prokofiev's Peter and
the Wolf, and Michael Tilson Thomas conducting
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker.
Engaging introductions to classical music for
children, Peter and the Wolf and The Nutcracker
allow parents to bring their young ones into the
world of the concert hall without leaving the
comfort of home. The books include short
biographies of the composers and listener's
guides introducing children to the characters in
Peter and the Wolf and the dances of the
Nutcracker. The high-quality CDs are perfect for
listening to while reading the books or on their
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own. Both books and CDs are engaging,
entertaining first looks into the world of classical
music.

Drosselmeier – a creator of fabulous mechanical
toys, has come to life. Through her godfather’s
strange powers, Clara is caught up in a thrilling
battle in which she and Nutcracker – in reality a
prince transformed by an evil spell – overcome
the Mouse King and his army. Clara’s bravery is
rewarded by a trip to the magical Land of
Sweets, and in the end it is her love and loyalty
that lift the curse, transforming Nutcracker back
into his true self, and making Clara’s dreams
come true.This classic love story, which inspired
the popular ballet that is danced to one of
Tchaikovsky’s most magical scores, is
wonderfully retold by David Walser, in a direct
translation from the original German story.Jan
Pienkowski, master of illustration, brings the
story vividly to life adding his own magic with
exquisite illustrations on sparkling backgrounds.
The finale is a multi-layered tableau of intricate
laser-cut silhouettes, created in the style of
traditional German papercraft. This beautiful and
sumptuous novelty book is the ultimate
Christmas gift.

Desmond the Dog-Nick Denchfield 1997
Desmond is a good dog until someone teaches
him that being bad can be fun. Includes pop-up
illustrations.

Pop-Up Christmas-Fiona WATT 2017-10 Each
page of this delightful book features a different
festive scene, charmingly illustrated and full of
Christmas cheer! Illustrations are brought to life
in gorgeous colour and detail as you turn each
page to see a 3-dimensional scene emerge.
Illustrations:Full colour throughout

Nut Cracker-Jan Pieńkowski 2008 It is
Christmas Eve and the party is over. Clara creeps
downstairs to find Nutcracker, a wooden doll
given to her by her mysterious godfather
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up
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Misha and Marie finally go to bed on Christmas
Eve, they sleep fitfully and are beset by
nightmares. In one particularly bad dream, they
join forces — unusual for the squabbling children
— and conquer an army that might harm the
nutcracker. Their reward is splendid: they are
swept to the realm of the Snow Queen for a night
of wonders. James Kudelka, the Artistic Director
of the National Ballet of Canada, is one of North
America’s foremost dance artists. His vision of
The Nutcracker is elegantly told by Karen Kain
and beautifully rendered by artist Rajka Kupesic,
herself a ballet dancer.

The nutcracker- 2005

Pop-up Books: A Guide for Teachers and
Librarians-Nancy Larson Bluemel 2012-02-02 A
convincing explanation of why interactive or
movable books should be included in the library
collection that documents their value as
motivational instructional tools—in all areas of
the school curriculum, across many grade levels.

The Nutcracker-Karen Kain 2011-10-25 Misha
and Marie are thrilled that Christmas is coming.
It’s a frosty night, the neighbors are all invited,
and Peter the stable boy is sweeping the barn in
preparation for the dancing to come. But there’s
a disappointment in store. Instead of the
beautiful doll she’d hoped for, the only thing
strange old Uncle Nikolai has for Marie is a
wooden nutcracker. Marie thinks it’s a wonderful
gift. Little does she know that it will lead her and
her brother on the adventure of a lifetime. When
the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up

Aladdin-Grace De La Touche 1992 A beautiful
princess whose jealous stepmother is trying to
kill her takes refuge in the cottage of the seven
dwarfs.

Frankie the Frog-Nick Denchfield 2016-06-28
Frankie is a very greedy frog. His legs are long
and stretchy, his eyes are big and yellow, and his
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tongue is very sticky perfect for catching flies!
There's only one thing more greedy than Frankie.
Open the pop ups and unfold the giant flap to
find out what! With eye-catching paper
engineering by Nick Denchfield and bright, funny
illustrations by Ant Parker, Frankie the Frog is a
delightful book to share with small children."

and Other Christmas Tales, a deluxe treasury
that celebrates the Christmas season and the
warm tidings that we associate with it. It features
10 heartwarming holiday stories including the
title tale, Alexander Dumas's renowned
rendering of the E.T.A. Hoffmann original that
inspired the beloved ballet. The contents also
includes works by Louisa May Alcott, L. M.
Montgomery, Kate Douglas Wiggin, and L. Frank
Baum, as well as the full text of Charles
Dickens's classic A Christmas Carol, which
helped to establish the Christmas holiday as we
celebrate it today.

A Walk in Monet's Garden-Francesca Crespi
1995 A booklet illustrated with paintings and
photographs guides the reader through a pop-up
reproduction of Monet's garden at Giverney.

The Nutcracker and Other Christmas TalesBarnes & Noble, Incorporated 2019-09-27 Let
the holiday revelry begin with The Nutcracker

the-nutcracker-magical-pop-up
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